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Abstract

Alcocer and Jeitschko (2014) de�ne naïve players as those who, when indi¤erent

between optimal choices, use a rule-of-thumb and assign an equal probability to each

one of them. Based on their equilibrium results, we design an experiment to test for the

existence of naïve players. In a �rst session, we sort participants into two groups: naïve

and their sophisticated counterparts. In a second session, played two weeks later, each

group plays against varying proportions of automated players (bots) that follow varying

o¤-equilibrium mixed strategies. We �nd evidence of the existence of players that are

relatively naïve and of the reaction by sophisticated players. This compensation is

in the correct direction but smaller than what equilibrium restoration would require.

This implies that when playing non-trivial games with a mixed equilibrium, there are

predictable methods to attain above-equilibrium payo¤s. Lastly, the analysis suggests

that the probability of being naïve can be partially predicted by a simple quantitative

test.
�Keywords and terms: Experimental, Behavioral, Bounded Rationality, Compensated Equilibrium,

Computer Bots, Heuristics, Mixed Equilibria, Modeling Cognitive Heterogeneity, Nonlinear Di¤-in-Di¤,
Naïve and Sophisticated Players, Two-Stage Experiment. JEL: C72, C91, D03, D83.
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1 Introduction

Mixed strategy Nash equilibria (NE ) in non-cooperative games can be approached heuristi-

cally as a 2-step decision process. First, a player determines, given his beliefs regarding his

opponents�strategies, that he has no unique best response but rather has several optimal

actions. Given that he is indi¤erent between these several optimal actions, he proceeds

to the second step and determines what sort of mixing among these strategies prevents

his opponents from seeking and attaining rents. In equilibrium, these beliefs about his

opponents�strategies are con�rmed. In other words, one can separate the decision process

into two parts: utility maximization and the more strategically sophisticated process of

deliberation that ensures the opponent is indi¤erent too.

In this paper we �nd evidence that some individuals appear to deliberate imperfectly

during the �rst step, and others completely neglect the second step and instead shoot from

the hip. This leaves the door open for other players to compensate for these missteps

and potentially gain rents. We �nd evidence of the existence of this type of sophisticated

players �that is ones that appears to compensate for this type of o¤-equilibrium behavior.

These results con�rm the assumptions and results of Alcocer and Jeitschko (2014) (AJ)

who explore the implications of relaxing the typical rationality assumptions on players�

decision processes and propose the existence of naïve players (or rule-of-thumb mixers).

In their work, these naïve players correctly determine their own expected payo¤s and will,

if there exists a unique best option, select it, as the standard theory predicts. However,

these naïve players have a rationality bound such that �when they are indi¤erent between

two or more maximum payo¤s �mix according to some (o¤-equilibrium) distribution in-

stead of going through the levels of deliberation required to �nd a NE. The principle of

indi¤erence (see for instance Keynes (1921); it is also called principle of insu¢ cient reason

in probability theory) suggests that such players will assign the same weight to each best
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response. As such, in the case of 2 � 2 games, indi¤erent players would �ip a coin, even

when this mixing is not part of a NE.

Alcocer and Jeitschko�s main result is that, in �nite games, for any totally-mixed NE

and any rule-of-thumb; if some proportion of the players is naïve then, as long as this

proportion is small enough and common knowledge, the equilibrium is rule-of-thumb-stable.

This means the generalized game is an isomorphic setting to the NE since the convolution

resulting from the linear combination of the mixing of naïve and sophisticated players

coincides with the mixing distribution of the standard perfect-rationality case. This implies

that expected �nal payo¤s for everyone are the same as in the standard perfect rationality

case. The only necessary assumptions are that players cannot recognize the rationality

level of their rivals (such that all they only know about their opponent is the probability

that he is naïve) and that the proportion of naïve players is publicly known; otherwise

equilibria do not generally exist.

One important implication of AJ�s equilibrium results is that sophisticated players and

external agents such as policy makers are unable are unable to take advantage of the

presence of simple mixers, who, in a sense, free-ride o¤ the cognitive complexity of their

sophisticated counterparts. As such, if it is publicly known that a small proportion of the

players of a population are rationality-bound in the fashion described above, then there

is no justi�cation for the intervention of a regulator or some other third agent to enter

the market and restore equilibrium, or coordinate a welfare improvement. This holds true

even if it is possible to in�uence the naïve population and determine their o¤-equilibrium

strategy. In addition, AJ�s results regarding naïve mixing may contribute to the theoretical

explanation of why, on average, populations may play a NE while few, if any, individuals

actually do (Harsanyi, 1973; McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995).

On the other hand, in line with the stylized fact that populations generally do not
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play according to NE in experimental settings, our understanding and forecasting power

of behavior can be enhanced by combining the concepts of imperfect naïve mixing and

compensation rather than relying on NE alone. The empirical questions of whether equi-

librium is restored and whether some players correctly compensate for the o¤-equilibrium

behavior of other players emerge and are the basis of this experimental investigation. We

also inquire if this compensation is robust to changes in the game�s payo¤s, the fashion

in which the naïve population (simulated by computer bots) mixes and the prevalence of

the naïve population. Relatedly, we test if there are theoretically and empirically sound

methods for identifying all players of a population as either naïve or sophisticated based

on their behavior while playing simple games and whether this cognitive heterogeneity can

be modeled on observable demographic and academic characteristics.

Speci�cally, we utilized an experiment with two sessions. In the �rst session, players

participate in multiple rounds of mixed strategy games and are identi�ed as either naïve

or sophisticated according to their behavior. The second session incorporates computer-

simulated players (bots) that play various known o¤-equilibrium strategies designed to

isolate and measure the relative abilities of sophisticated and naive players to react to the

presence of di¤erent proportions of these naïve-like automated players.

We �nd evidence of the existence of a relatively naïve population that tends to mix

uniformly and that the relatively more sophisticated players react better, but still imper-

fectly, to o¤-equilibrium behavior. This con�rms that populations generally do not play

the NE, and as will be discussed in the Main Results subsection, this also reveals a general

potential method to take advantage of the o¤-equilibrium mixing consistently observed in

typical experimental settings with non-trivial, random-matching games. Using the results

from a pre-play demographic survey and cognitive test, we show that the probability of

being sophisticated can be estimated based on observable characteristics.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Puri�cation

Ever since Nash (1951), there have been attempts to extend the concept of Nash equilibrium

to better deal with mixed strategy games. In this section, we brie�y describe several of

the best known theoretical extensions and review several results regarding mixed strategy

games from the experimental economics literature. Puri�cation theory (Harsanyi, 1973)

describes how mixed-strategy equilibria can be interpreted as the limit of pure-strategy

equilibria in games when perturbations to all payo¤s are assumed.1 This implies that in

a game each player chooses their best response (unique with probability one) given the

probability distribution over the other players�actions. Thus, all pure strategies receive

a positive probability but probabilities are greater for those strategies that yield greater

expected payo¤s.

Note that this is conceptually di¤erent from AJ�s naïve mixing. For example, under

puri�cation if the variances of the perturbations tend to zero, the game is isomorphic

to the unperturbed case while a naïve player will never play an equilibrium with a non-

uniform mixing strategy. In addition, consider the game in Figure 1: using the puri�cation

method, the strongly-dominated strategy C is played with some strictly positive probability

whereas this does not occur among naïve (as de�ned by AJ) players. Finally, in equilibrium

the relative likelihood of outcomes A and B under puri�cation coincide with the relative

likelihoods in the NE (1 : 3) while the relative likelihood by a naïve player (at the individual

level) will be 1 : 1.

1Formally, in the most general terms, if player i�s payo¤ given the (pure) strategy pro�le s is ui(s);
then what he actually observes is Ui(s; �i) := ui(s) + "

s
i �
s
i where "

s
i �
s
i is the gaussian i.i.d. perturbation

scaled by his type and E("si ) = 0 (see Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991): The vector �i can be interpreted as
related to levels of rationality: if all its components are zero, the player (perfectly) observes an unperturbed
game. If V ar ("si ) ! 1 or �si ! 1; he observes only noise and mixes uniformly across all�including
dominated�strategies.
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A B C (NE )

A� 3; 0 0; 3 �1;�1 (14)

B� 0; 1 1; 0 �1;�1 (34)

C� �1;�1 �1;�1 �2;�2 (0)

Figure 1: Bordered Asymmetric Matching Pennies

2.2 Quantal Responses and Logit Equilibrium

The concept of a quantal response equilibrium (QRE ) , like puri�cation; is introduced

by adding perturbations to a game (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995; McKelvey and Palfrey,

1998; Goeree, Holt and Palfrey, 2002).2 Under a given set of assumptions,3 a QRE can

be approximated and estimated as a logit equilibrium (McFadden, 1973) : In a logit equi-

librium, for a given �i � 0; the logistic quantal response is de�ned as �ji (s
j
i j ��i) =

exp
n
�iU

j
i;�i

o
=
KP
�=1

exp
n
�iU

�
i;�i

o
which is the probability that i assigns to action sji (from

some �nite action set of cardinality K) given the other players�strategies, and U ji;�i is the

perturbed payo¤ he gets after sji and ��i.

The parameter �i can be interpreted as a measure of i�s rationality. As � ! 1; if

there exists a unique NE (��) ; as is the case throughout the games described below, then

(�1; :::; �N ) converges to ��: As �! 0; players become completely blind and mix uniformly

across all strategies such that the probabilities tend to 1
K . Again note that this di¤ers from

AJ�s naïve mixing which only yields uniform mixing across pure strategies if they all yield

the same maximum utility.

2 In this case, if player i�s payo¤ given the (pure) strategy pro�le s is ui(s); then what he actually observes
is Ui(s) := ui(s) + "si where "

s
i is the i.i.d. perturbation E("

s
i ) = 0.

3 Independence of irrelevant alternatives, irrelevance of alternative set e¤ects and with little loss of
generality positivity (agents always assign a strictly positive probability to all strategies).
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2.3 Level-K Thinking

An alternate family of theories often used to model o¤-equilibrium behavior is level -k think-

ing or cognitive hierarchy theory (Camerer, Ho and Chong, 2004; Van Damme, 1991). This

class of theories generally assume that there are multiple levels of players with varying lev-

els of sophistication. Most begin by assuming that there are non-strategic level -0 players

who always mix uniformly among all their pure strategies.4 The next level (Level -1) play-

ers best-respond to this anchor. Iteratively, level -k players best-respond to level -(k-1)

populations.5

Using the game in Figure 1 as an example, a level -0 player would play Pr(A) =

Pr (B) = Pr (C) = 1
3 ; which, while similar, is distinct from what a naïve player would

do: Pr (C) = 0 and Pr(A); P r (B) 2
�
0; 12 ; 1

	
. Note that no distribution of levels exists

to replicate the strategy of the naïve mixer.

Experimental evidence suggests QRE is sometimes a better predictor than NE and puri

cation (Erlei and Schenk-Mathes, 2012).

2.4 Mixed Nash Equilibria in Experimental Economics

Many experiments have explored play in mixed strategy games. One conclusion of this

literature is the a stylized fact that when facing games with an unique, totally-mixed NE,

players� behavior is signi�cantly di¤erent than the strategies predicted by game theory.

This is particularly true when dealing with complex games but also holds for games with a

4Using the terms of strategy puri�cation, we can think of them as players who face perturbations with
in�nite variance or players of type in�nity. This is one of the simplest possible behaviors in terms of
computational complexity (Koller and Megiddo, 1996; Koller, Megiddo and Von Stengel, 1994; Lipton,
Markakis and Mehta, 2003).

5The empirical challenge is usually to determine the number of levels that best �ts the data. Camerer
(2004), for instance �nds that an average of 1.5 steps �ts data from many games. See also Stahl and
Wilson (1994) who assume players�types include level-0, level-1, level-2, NE, worldly (who best-responds
to the previous ones) and rational, who best-responds to all. They use numeric methods to estimate best
responses in 3 � 3 games and then estimate the prevalence of each population to show their models yield
better log-likelihoods than an estimation that imposes all players are rational.
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unique pure-strategy NE : In fact, this general �nding has been one of the main motivations

for the theoretical literature on extensions to the NE (like those above) that allow for all

pure strategies to have positive probabilities.

While these deviations from the NE hold in many real-life scenarios (Misirlisoy and Hag-

gard, 2014), they are particularly clear among normal form games in experiments (Nyarko

and Schotter, 2002; Stahl, 1995). Even during treatments when the experimenters pri-

vately recommend optimal strategies (Cason and Sharma, 2007) or when participants are

allowed to explicitly input mixed-strategy probabilities that are automatically implemented

instead of having to go through the extra cognitive step of implementing them manually

(Bloom�eld, 1994). There is some experimental evidence learning in that behavior gets

closer to the NE in later periods but, generally, it shows no convergence to the NE (Er-

lei and Schenk-Mathes, 2012; Misirlisoy Haggard, 2014; Ochs, 1995): Moving away from

normal form games, there is also empirical evidence that con�rms departures from NE in

principal-agent and moral hazard (Erlei and Schenk-Mathes, 2012) games, even those with

a (unique) subgame perfect NE (Haptonstahl, 2009).

Masiliunas et al. (2004) show that reduced game complexity in the context of experimen-

tal contests and auctions (induced with bots6 that disclose their future actions) correlates

with less behavioral variation and closeness to the NE. Relatedly, Parkhurst, Koford and

Grijalva (2015) also �nd that when individuals face information overload they tend to use

simplifying heuristics and in some cases, like Masiliunas et al. (2004) cannot reject the

hypothesis that in complex games, players�choices are uniformly distributed.7

Models and experiments involving belief estimation and elicitation (Nyarko and Schot-

6See Cason and Sharma (2006), and Houser and Houser and Kruzban (2002) for further examples of
computer bots used to generate experimental evidence in games where the NE is shown to not be the best
forecasting tool.

7Their observed percentage of choices that coincide with the NE is close to the percentage that a uniform
mixer would get.
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ter, 2002; McKelvey and Page, 1990; O¤erman, Sonnemans and Schram, 1996) have also

attempted to address the lack of NE play in mixed strategy games. Although belief esti-

mation helps explain some of the variation and belief elicitation drives behavior closer to

equilibria, the question on the determinants of what strategies individuals and populations

actually play remains open.

Finally, distinct types of rationality models have been tested to account for this, in-

cluding Stahl (1995) and others.8 This present investigation tests whether the bounded

rationality assumptions underlying AJ�s naïve mixing, shed some light on these issues while

having explanatory power.

3 Experimental Design and Procedures

We present an experiment designed to test if relatively naïve and sophisticated players

can be consistently identi�ed through a sorting of their observed behavior and whether

they behave di¤erently when playing against computer simulated o¤-equilibrium strategy

players. Speci�cally, we implement an experiment consisting of two sessions where we

use the �rst session to sort players into either a naïve or a sophisticated category. There

were then two follow-up sessions; one for the naïve category players and another for the

sophisticated category players. Participants were unaware of the function of the sorting

session or that they had been categorized for the bots session.

We studied a fairly homogeneous population of students. Thus, our paper focuses on

a relatively narrow population. As such, the experimental design diminishes the e¤ects of

di¤erences in educational experiences on the determination of cognitive ability. All sessions

involved the same basic setting.

8 Including, but not restricted to research on, fairness, framing e¤ects, hyperbolic discounting, inequity
aversion, reference points and welfare (social) preferences. See Rubinstein (1998).
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Speci�cally, after arriving and logging on to the computer, half the players were ran-

domly assigned as P1 (�row� players) and half were assigned as P2 (�column� players).

While we di¤erentiate row and column players for discussion in the paper, all players

viewed the game as a row player on the computer. Players maintained their type through-

out a session and played multiple rounds of the following matching pennies game where

either the symmetric case with a = 1 (denoted as ~�) or a = 3; denoted as �. Players were

anonymous and were randomly re-matched after each round. The experiment included a

tutorial and practice round.

P2

Left Right

P1 Up a; 0 0; a (1� �)

Down 0; 1 1; 0 (�)

(1� ) ()

Main game, a 2 f1; 3g ; NE: �� = � = a
a+1

3.1 Sorting Session

The sorting session�s main purpose was to provide a mechanism to sort players into naïve

and sophisticated categories. Each participant played the following games: 10 rounds of

~� and 50 rounds of � in a random order: In the symmetric version of matching pennies

(~�); the (unique, totally mixed) NE is ��1 = 
�
1 =

1
2 : Although � is not symmetric, it was

chosen such that the unique NE was the same for both types of players: ��3 = �3 =
3
4 .

After the completion of the 60 rounds of play, the participants completed a short question-

naire that included common socioeconomic variables, then answered a short multiple-choice

quantitative test.
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3.2 Bots Session

After participating in the sorting session, players were sorted and invited to one of the two

follow-up bot sessions which were otherwise identical. As in the sorting session, participants

were randomly assigned to be either P1 or P2: These games were played in the order shown

in Table 3.2 and included �bots�as players in varying percentages (see Column 4). These

bots played with some probability �Nor ��N as described below.9 These percentages and

probabilities were common knowledge.

Stage Rounds Game
Bot Bot Randomization

Prevalence (�) If P1 If P2
1) ~�_25_50 10 ~� 25% ��

N
= 1

2 �N = 1
2

2) �_25_50 30 � 25% ��
N
= 1

2 �N = 1
2

3) �_50_50 30 � 50% ��
N
= 1

2 �N = 1
2

4) �_50_0 10 � 50% ��
N
= 0 �N = 0

Table 3.2: Stages during the Bots Session

In stage one (denoted as ~�_25_50) participants played 10 rounds of ~� while knowing

that 25% of the total population consisted of bots that played either Up or Down (Left or

Right) with a 50=50 chance. This was the only stage where the bots were programmed to

play the NE strategy. This stage was included to verify if inclusion of NE -playing bots in

a simple game had any e¤ect on players�behavior.

During the last three stages (�_25_50;�_50_50 and �_50_0) participants played �

and were informed that they would face a computer bot with some probability. During

stages two and three, the bots were coin-�ipping (��N = �N = 1
2) and their prevalence

varied: in the second stage the bots made up 25% of the population, whereas in the third

9� and  are the strategies played by P1 and P2; and �N or ��N are their arbitrarily-selected strategies.
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they made up 50% of the population. During stages three and four, 50% of the population

consisted of bots and their behavior went from ��
N
= �N = 1

2 to
��
N
= �N = 0: From the

participants�perspective, these stages are in principle not qualitatively distinct but just a

series of games that includes stronger distortions from the NE of �. As such, these stages

are where we expect to see compensating behavior to the bots�play (as precisely described

in the next section) and predict that the sophisticated group compensates more accurately

or completely than the naïve group.

3.2.1 Compensated Equilibrium Predictions

Following AJ, Table 3.2.1 shows the Nash equilibrium for the �rst two stages and the

�Compensated Nash Equilibrium�(CNE ) for all stages. The CNE is in essence the Nash

equilibrium after taking into account the presence of bots that are playing o¤-equilibrium

strategies. During most of the treatments it is unique and interior, implying that any

deviation collapses the opponent�s best-response relation into a degenerate distribution.

Stage
Player 1

(��)

Player 2

(�)

1) ~�_25_50 0:50 0:50

2) �_25_50 0:83 0:83

3) �_50_50 0:00� 1:00

4) �_50_0 0:00 1:00

Table 3.2.1: Compensated Nash Equilibrium (CNE ); � Denotes Trembling-Hand Perfect

Equilibrium:

First, for Stage 1 in which the participants are playing game ~�, the presence of the bots

should have no impact on the NE since the bots are just playing the Nash. As such, the

CNE is the same as the NE in Stage 1.
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For the rest of the stages (2-4), the participants are playing game � where the NE has

player type P1 playing up with probability 1
4 (and thus down with probability

3
4) while

player type P2 plays left with probability 1
4 (right with probability

3
4): �

� = � = 3
4 : If

the population of coin-�ipping bots (i.e., they play ��N = �N = 1
2) is 25% as in stage 2,

the unique CNE is to play �S� = S� = 0:83. The CNE has the characteristic that the

predicted equilibrium behavior compensates by moving in the opposite direction. That is,

since ��N < ��; then �S� > ��; where �S� represents the CNE strategy and the same holds

for P2.

When we increase the prevalence of bots to 50% in stage 3, then both players make

each other indi¤erent (and thus reach an equilibrium) if they play �S� = S� = 1: This is

not the only equilibrium since if  = 1, then any � 2 [0; 1] is a best response and  = 1

is always a best response. Additionally, any expected perturbation by P2 would make P1

have a unique best response: if P1 believes  < 1; then his pro�t-maximizing action is

� = 0: This is important since, experimental populations will generally not play the NE

so in real-life settings, it is optimal to play � = 0 if P1 or  = 1 if P2:

In the �nal stage (4), the bot behavior moves even further away from the NE. In this

stage players�behavior is expected to react more, and in the same direction, than in the

previous two stages. Speci�cally, the bots play ��N = �N = 0 while their prevalence relative

to the previous stage is unchanged (50%). With or without perturbations or the rationality

bounds tested here, the game is no longer strategic in that now each player has a dominant

strategy. In this case players are no longer expected to mix and their best responses are

� = 0 and  = 1.

Under the current framework, the main hypothesis is that in all stages naïve players mix

closer to 1
2 than sophisticated players who we expect to compensate more. Furthermore,

we also expect both types of players�strategies to be closer to these pure strategies when
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comparing later stages since the distortion caused by the bots gets larger.

4 Results

A total of forty-four undergraduate students from Michigan State University participated

the experiment.10 All participants attended one of the two sorting sessions.11 Participants

were then divided into two groups (naïve and sophisticated) consisting of 20 and 24 par-

ticipants respectively. Despite e¤orts to ensure that participants could and would come to

the follow-up or bots sessions (including making sure all participants indicated they could

attend either of the follow-up sessions and delaying payment of the �rst session show-up

fee until the second session), only 16 of the naïve participants and 20 of the sophisticated

participants attended the follow-up bots session.12

4.1 Sorting Session

In the ~� games we fail to reject the null that participants on average played the NE

(the NE is 1
2 ; the average mixing was 0:533 and the two sided test p-value is 0:851). As

such, during these rounds it would not have been pro�table for players to deviate.13 Both

populations seemed to understand the standard symmetric matching pennies game and

10Participants earned on average $24:17 in the sorting sessions and $28:89 in the bot sessions. In an e¤ort
to maximize the cognitive e¤ort of the participants and to remove potential wealth e¤ects, 3 (4) rounds
were randomly selected at the end of the session for payment in the sorting (bots) sessions. Participants
earned tokens (0, 1 or 3) worth $5 so the maximum they could earn in a round was $15:
11 It was veri�ed that players who self-selected into both sessions (by choosing the date they wished

to participate) were not systematically di¤erent. Simple statistical tests found no evidence for obvious
di¤erences on behavior (means), cognitive levels (test scores) or observable characteristics (questionnaire)
between both groups.
12By comparing earnings, test scores and estimated behavior, it was veri�ed that attrition was not

systematic.
13More speci�cally, when using OLS to estimate the model M̂1;i = �0+�1Typei+ �2Mixing1;i+�3Typei�

Mixing1;i+ui whereM1;i is individual i�s average experimental payo¤s in all ~� games of the sorting session,
Typei is a dummy equal to one if i is type P1 and Mixing1;i is his average behavior throughout all the �1
games, no evidence was found to reject the null hypothesis H0 : �2 = �3 = 0: For details on this model,
estimates and p-values of the Wald tests, contact the authors.
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play it, on average, as the theory in its simplest form would forecast.

Consistent with the experimental literature, both populations do not appear to have

understood the more complex game � as clearly: now every P2 would have bene�ted by

deviating to a pure strategy in response to P1�s play. Speci�cally, both populations played

a mixed strategy estimated to be less than the NE (P1 played �̂ = 0:601,14 P2 played

̂ = 0:707, NE = 0:75), but only the P1 population�s play was statistically di¤erent (p-

value = 0:003) than the NE.15

4.1.1 Sorting Process

The P1 and P2 populations were divided in half; those relatively naïve and those relatively

sophisticated : Within each population, each player was classi�ed as sophisticated if their

behavior while playing � was relatively close to the NE or as naïve if it was relatively

close to uniform mixing. Since � is not symmetric, it was necessary to perform the sorting

separately within each player type population.

The approach taken was to generate a dummy (si) equal to one if each individual i�s

mixing was above the median amongst its type so that half of each population was de�ned

as naïve (si = 0) and the other half as sophisticated (si = 1): The median for P1 was one

player mixing Up with probability 0:588: The median mixing for P2 was 0:725:

We chose to use the relatively simple method described above because it is intuitive

and quite robust when compared to many alternative methods.16 Under these alternative

14This observed mixing was thus in the interval between the NE and the level-0 or purely naïve mixing
that coincides with the simplest uniform distribution that assigns a probability of 0:50 to each available
action or pure strategy. For P1 and P2 it was also veri�ed that the average mixing was statistically greater
than 0:50 (the p-values are, respectively, 0:033 and 0:000):
15Throughout all the experiments and treatments, one of the robustness checks that was done was to

ignore the �rst �ve (also, where applicable, the �rst ten) game rounds to verify if taking learning into
consideration fundamentally changed the results. It never did: if only the behavior during the last iterations
of the games is measured, it is still the case that players�strategies coincided with the Nash equilibrium in
�1 but was statistically lower than the Nash equilibrium in �3.
16The full list of alternative sorting mechanisms investigated included sorting based on: questionnaire
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sorting methods, the division of participants did not change considerably and the corre-

lation between si and the dummies generated by alternative sorting methods was never

statistically negative. Likewise, where applicable, in the regression modeling the probabil-

ity of being identi�ed as sophisticated (described below), the estimated regressor was never

negative. In addition, the di¤erences in behavior between sophisticated and naïve players

during the bots session were qualitatively very similar. We cannot reject the hypothesis

that the labeling was consistent: players sorted as either sophisticated or naïve seemed to

behave as such throughout di¤erent treatments.

4.2 Bots Session, Main Results

The experiment �nds evidence of the existence of relatively naïve and sophisticated play-

ers.17 Naïve players�mixing is consistently closer to uniform mixing than the sophisticated

players�mixing; not only during the sorting session (true by construction) but, as hy-

pothesized, also under di¤erent bot prevalence levels and o¤-equilibrium bot behaviors.

Sophisticated players�mixing is consistently closer to the NE when best responses are not

unique and to the unique best response when it is a corner solution. Furthermore, sophis-

results, payo¤s earned during the screening session, payo¤s earned during the second half of the screening
session, behavior during the screening session (ignoring the �rst 10 iterations of �3 to account for learning;
40 games), behavior during the screening session (ignoring the �rst 20 iterations of �3 to account for
learning; 30 games), behavior during the screening session (pooling both P1 and P2 populations together;
50 iterations), behavior compared to their best response (as opposed to the Nash equilibrium) given their
opponent�s behavior during the screening session (50 iterations), behavior compared to their best response
(as opposed to the Nash equilibrium) given their opponent�s behavior during the last 40 iterations of the
screening session, behavior in all asymmetric games without bots (80 iterations), behavior in all asymmetric
games without bots pooling both P1 and P2 populations together (80 iterations), behavior in all asymmetric
games of the second session (30 iterations), behavior in all asymmetric games of the second session using
the same thresholds using in the screening session (30 iterations), behavior while playing against bots (last
10 iterations of the second session), and dropping from the dataset all but the most sophisticated and the
most na�{ve (according to the original screening criterium) players.
17That is, evidence of a continum of sophistication (or naiveté) levels. We found no purely naïve nor purely

sophisticated players. For practical purposes, though, we will refer to the whole population as consisting of
only two distinct sets with no intersection even though subtle distinctions were observed on the data (and
this could be the basis of further research). The results were robust to relaxing the implied assumptions.
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ticated players�react �better� to varying o¤-equilibrium distortions induced by the bots.

Player 1 (�) Player 2 ()

Stage
THP
CNE

Naïve
(NP1)

Sophisticated
(SP1)

THP
CNE

Naïve
(NP2)

Sophisticated
(SP2)

1) ~�_25_50 0:50 0:56y 0:53y 0:50 0:55y 0:54y

2) �_25_50 0:83 0:57 0:62 0:83 0:67� 0:76�

3) �_50_50 0 0:43 0:43 1:00 0:75� 0:82�

4) �_50_0 0:00 0:23� 0:11� 1:00 0:93� 1:00�y

Table 4.2: Main Results, Estimated Mixed Strategies; � Denotes Naïve and Sophisticated

Mixing are Di¤erent at the 5% Signi�cance Level; y Denotes Mixing Equal to CNE at the

5% Signi�cance Level

Table 4.2 presents the main results. It includes the mean strategy (average choices

are � for P1 and  for P2) for each of the four stages, for each of the four populations:

NP1; SP1; NP2 and SP2. In Stage ~�_25_50 behavior is not statistically di¤erent than

the NE of 1=2:18 Introducing NE -playing bots does not seem to make players change their

behavior.

During the last three stages, the populations�mixing is always statistically di¤erent

than the CNE 19 with the exception of SP2 who plays exactly the CNE in stage �_50_0.20

The �rst implication is that the NE is not restored in complex-enough games: those where

the NE is di¤erent than 1=2 and not a corner solution. Sophisticated players do not

compensate enough. This is in line with the stylized fact that populations do not play

18P -values : 0:266; 0:551; 0:374; 0:426 at the 5% signi�cance level.
19The p-values are 0:000 in all cases except NP2 in stage �_50_0, where p-value = 0:013, at the 5%

signi�cance level.
20From a behavioral perspective, it could be argued that it is harder to compensate to � = 1 than to

 = 1 since �1�s asymmetry implies it is P1 who has the responsibility of determining the size of the cake
(so surplus maximization goes in the opposite way of compensation) whereas P2 only determines who gets
the cake. Pursuing this question is beyond the scope of this analysis.
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the NE even without bots. This further implies the existence of a unique best response

and it is remarkable that the evidence suggests this best response is always predictable.

When playing these non-cooperative games with random matching and interior solution,

the optimal strategy is to simply assume we will be always matched against a perfectly

naïve player. That is, in all variations of �; any player could obtain above-equilibrium

payo¤s by playing the mixed strategy derived from assuming the opponent population will

be mixing uniformly. In a sense, due to the naïve component of their mixing, experimental

populations can be taken advantage of.

With the exception of P1 during Stage �_50_50 where the naïve (NP1) and sophisti-

cated (SP1) populations behaved almost the same (�̂NP1 = 0:4267; �̂SP1 = 0:433 and the

p-value of H0 : �̂NP1 = �̂NP1 is 0:877), in the other three cases the mixing of the sophisti-

cated populations is statistically higher than the respective play of their naïve counterparts

(p-values: 0:028; 0:021 and 0:036):21

Some of the most interesting results come from Stage �_50_0. In a sense, this is the

easiest stage to play since it is the only one that is not strategic: each population has a

unique best response which strongly dominates the other. In fact, every player in the SP2

population played perfectly through the whole last stage.

We now compare the players�behavior through time and analyze the direction of their

compensation to publicly-known o¤-equilibrium play. We analyze if this compensation

exists, if it has the correct sign and magnitude, and how it reacts to changes in the bots�

behavior and prevalence.

21To test for learning, these two stages were separated into halves and analyzed separately. Although
there were certainly strong dynamic interactions (see serial correlation, below), the evidence for learning
is inconclusive: there appeared no consistent or systematic adjustment of the populations�behavior when
compared the �rst to the second half of the stages. The adjustments, if any, were sometimes done in
opposite directions.
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The �gures below, on observed behavior provide a graphical way to understand the

populations�actions, described above. When the bot prevalence (�) increases but the bot

behavior itself is constant at �N = 50%, we can see how the NP1 population mixes very

close to 50% whereas its sophisticated counterpart (SP1) is almost always closer to the NE :

These results also hold for NP2 and SP2: The �gures illustrate how, with the exception of

one case (the P2 population during Stage �_0), naïve populations are always closer than

their relative sophisticated populations to the perfectly naïve mixing of 50%:

Figure 1: NE and P1 Behavior as the Prevalence of the Bot Population Increases

Figure 2: NE and P2 Behavior as the Prevalence of the Bot Population Increases

Perhaps more illustrative of these e¤ects of playing against bots and about the distinc-

tion between naïve and sophisticated players are the �gures where the bot prevalence is
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�xed (� = 50%) but the deviation from the NE increases. All populations are adjusting

their responses, but the responses of the sophisticated populations adjust more than the

naïve populations. Those identi�ed in the sorting (without bots) session as sophisticated

not only play closer to the correct corner solutions but also react more to the changes in

the environment, implied by the changes in the bots.

Figure 3: Best Responses and P1�s Behavior as the Play of the Bot Population Deviates
from the Equilibrium

Figure 4: Best Responses and P2�s Behavior as the Play of the Bot Population Deviates
from the Equilibrium
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Formally, focusing on the � games with coin-�ipping bots, we can contrast the e¤ect of

an increase of their population from 25% to 50% (we call this increase treatment T1 ) by

comparing naïve P1�s behavior in stage 2 (�̂ = 0:57) with stage 2 (�̂ = 0:43). The di¤erence

is 0:14 and the same calculation with the sophisticated population yields a di¤erence of

0:19: The di¤erence-in-di¤erences (DiD) estimator for the treatment e¤ect is thus �0:05;

implying the sophisticated population reacted more to treatment T1.

As seen in Table 4.2b, doing the same derivations for P2 yields an estimated e¤ect with

the same sign. Yet, the interpretation is the opposite since the expected compensation went

up: the CNE is 0:83 in stage 2 and 1:00 in stage 3. The evidence suggests that the P2

naïve population reacted more to T1. However, all DiD estimators are insigni�cant at 10%

or higher levels. Only P1 after treatment T2 (comparing stages 4 and 4: games with 50%

bots that go from coin-�ipping to playing � =  = 0), with an estimated partial e¤ect of

�0:108 has a relatively low p-value of 0:127: It is negative which implies the sophisticated

population reacted more to T2.

P1 P2

Treatment DiD
Nonlinear
DiD

DiD
Nonlinear
DiD

T1
�0:052
(0:386)

�0:053
(0:384)

�0:016
(0:766)

�0:003
(0:948)

T2
�0:108
(0:127)

�0:111
(0:088)

�0:001
(0:986)

0
NA

Table 4.2b: Treatment E¤ects (p-values in parenthesis)

There is a caveat to this analysis and its intuition is analogous to the case of dependent

binary variables: a desirable feature of probit and logit models versus linear regressions is

diminishing marginal magnitudes of the partial e¤ects. To illustrate, consider P2�s reaction

to T1 : the average adjustment of NP2 (0:08) is of larger magnitude than the adjustment of
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SP2; 0:06: However, when adjusting away from uniform mixing it is probably behaviorally

easier if one�s mixing starts close to uniformity and harder when mixing is already close

to either bound: zero or one. This is another way of saying that any variable that has an

e¤ect on players�choices will likely have diminishing marginal e¤ects.

As such, a positive adjustment from � = 0:67 (NP2�s behavior in stage 2) would be

easier than the same adjustment from  = 0:76 (SP2) : This explains why the nonlinear

DiD estimation for the treatment e¤ect of T1 on P2 shown in Table 4.2b is much closer to

zero than the linear DiD.22 Under a di¤erent speci�cation instead of �; with locally faster

diminishing marginal e¤ects, this coe¢ cient would turn positive, in line with previous

results that seem to show sophisticated players understand the games better than the

naïve. The coe¢ cients for P1 after treatments T1 and T2 are also slightly enhanced by

the nonlinear estimation and the e¤ect of T2 on P2 cannot be estimated with this method

due to colinearity. The estimation of the rate at which these marginal e¤ects decrease is,

however, beyond the scope of this analysis.

4.3 Modeling Cognitive Heterogeneity

Next, we investigate if there is a link between general analytic abilities and being a naïve

player. Our measure for intellectual skills is the ten-question test that participants answered

immediately after �rst session (two weeks before the bots session). Our results �nd that

high scores relate to playing relatively close to the NE :

22With a linear model we would have

choice = �+ �s+ Tk + �s � Tk + u

where si := 0[i sophisticated] + 1[i is naïve] and Tk := 0[Stage (k + 1)] + 1[Stage (k + 2)]. (Note the
estimation of � is numerically equivalent whether we de�ne s or Tk as the treatment variable.) We now
specify

Pr(choice = 1 j s; Tk) = � (�+ �s+ Tk + �s � Tk) :
These are all dummy variables and Puhani (2012) shows the treatment e¤ect is � (�+ � +  + �) �
� (�+ � + ) and standard errors can be consistently estimated.
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We interpret this as further evidence that the proposed concepts of naiveté and sophis-

tication are empirically grounded: relatively naïve players exist. This also suggests, �rst,

that the cognitive levels determined in the sorting phase can be partially captured by the

proposed analytical test. Second, once we control for these test scores, we can reject the

impact on the probability of being naïve of other variables such as income, demographics

or academics.

The hypothesis is that the probability of being sophisticated depends non-linearly but

positively on every individual i�s cognitive ability (ci). That is, 8i : Pr (si = 1 j ci; xi) =

f (�cci + xi�x) ; where xi is a vector of observables, and f() is an increasing function. The

variables in xi were gathered in a survey �lled after the test. We discuss the test and the

questionnaire in Appendix 2.

We report these results in Tables 4.2.3a, 4.2.3b and 4.2.3c. The simplest probit re-

gression, with ci de�ned as the total score on the test, f(z) = �(z) (the standard normal

c.d.f.), and with no other covariates, estimates �̂c = 0:25 with a p-value of (0:042); imply-

ing a signi�cance at the 5% level. The related marginal e¤ect is 0:090 implying that a one

point increase on the ten-question test is associated with a 9 percentage point increase in

the probability that the player is sophisticated. These results are robust to several other

speci�cations: logit and linear regressions, de�ning ci as some subset of the questionnaire,

or adding di¤erent controls in xi:

Model Probit
Robust

Probit
Logit Linear

Response Variable s s s s

Test Score 0:253 0:253 0:419 0:092

[Marginal E¤ect] [0:090] [0:090] [0:091] [0:092]

(p-value) (0:042) (0:053) (0:051) (0:040)
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Table 4.2.3a: Regressions of s on Test Score

Model Probit Probit Probit Probit Probit Probit Probit

Response Variable s s s s s s s

Test Score 0:253 0:347 0:296 0:263 0:227 0:254 0:296

(p-value) (0:042) (0:018) (0:025) (0:037) (0:095) (0:049) (0:027)

Gender No Yes No No No No No

Race No No Yes No No No No

Age No No No Yes No No No

GPA No No No No Yes No No

Reported Income No No No No No Yes No

Weekly Expenditures No No No No No No Yes

Table 4.2.3b: Regressions of s including di¤erent sets of regressors

Model Probit Probit Probit Model Probit

Response Variable s s_All s_L_40 Response Variable s

Test Score 0:253 0:232 0:172 GRE Questions 0:222

(p-value) (0:042) (0:056) (0:150) (p-value) (0:214)

Table 4.2.3c: Regressions of s including di¤erent sets of regressors

We interpret this as evidence that high cognitive abilities (and none of the other tested

observables) are indeed positively correlated to being sophisticated. An easy way to visual-

ize these correlations without the aid of modeling is to compare the histograms of the test

scores for the si = 0 (naïve) and si = 1 (sophisticated) populations; these graphs provide

visual evidence about the positive relation between (s) and test scores, as shown in the

�gure below.
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4.4 Serial Correlation

All players�choices exhibit positive serial correlation from one round to the next, measured

across the 80 rounds they played in the second session. Table 4.2.4 shows the serial cor-

relation estimations for each player and stage (p-values in parenthesis). Even though the

game is asymmetric, as discussed before, no obvious distinction can be made between the

P1 and P2 populations in this regard; none exhibited systematically di¤erent measures of

serial correlation.
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Stage P1 P2

1) ~�_25_50
0:204

(0:006)

0:283

(0:000)

2) �_25_50
0:378

(0:000)

0:360

(0:000)

3) �_50_50
0:392

(0:000)

0:476

(0:000)

4) �_50_0
0:309

(0:000)

0:310

(0:000)

Table 4.2.4: Serial Correlation

Interestingly, naïve players (si = 1) played with a serial correlation closer to zero. This

is perhaps more clearly seen by looking at the regression results below, and could be

interpreted as an indication that sophisticated players�understood the game better and

played closer to the corner solutions that maximized their payo¤s.

\Choicei = 0:409 + 0:302 L:Choicei � 0:098 si + 0:194 L:Choicei � si

(0:000) (0:000) (0:000) (0:000)

5 Conclusions

In this article we describe the design and results of a two-session experiment that included

computer-controlled bots. We test and con�rm the existence of players whose strategy

mixing is persistently closer to uniform mixing than to pure or mixed NE (i.e. those

relatively naïve), and those who are relatively sophisticated. Consistent methods to identify
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both types of players were developed and tested. Moreover, the probability of being naïve

can be partially predicted by a quantitative test, taken two weeks before the main games.

We also found evidence that the sophisticated population reacts better to o¤-equilibrium

behavior in the theoretically-predicted direction but not with the magnitude required to

restore equilibria. This con�rms the stylized fact that NE are not played in complex games

and, bene�ting from the naïve component of populations�mixing, the direction of the de-

viations can thus be predicted. We employed this to design simple mechanisms to obtain

above-equilibrium payo¤s under these experimental conditions.

These results open up several research possibilities. From a theoretical perspective,

we can foresee applied models where naïve players can be taken advantage of by players

with a more moderate rationality bound. This way, a policy maker can potentially gener-

ate a Pareto-improvement with respect to games with the simpler assumptions of perfect

rationality.

Empirically, we can test the determinants that make a player be naïve relative to

him/herself (as opposed to relative to the rest of the population) under di¤erent experi-

mental conditions including: varying game complexity and time constraints, belief eluci-

dation, access to randomization devices, white noise, and information overload. Lastly, we

conjecture that the methods described above to obtain above-equilibrium payo¤s can be

generalized to other normal and extensive form games.

Appendix 1, Instructions

Hello and thank you for participating!

By coming here, you already earned $10 (ten US dollars). In a few moments, you will be given

the opportunity to add to these earnings. The money you earn will be paid to you at the end of

the experiment. Every token you earn will earn you $5.00 (�ve US dollars). You will be playing
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simple games with a randomly chosen player from this room. This session will last an estimated

60 minutes. It will consist of 60 iterations of simple games and THREE of these will be randomly

chosen to determine your total earnings.

Example: suppose you earn 1, 3 and 0 tokens in the three randomly chosen games. In this case,

your total earnings will be $30 ($10 plus four times $5). Irrespective of your results, you will be

invited to participate in a similar session in two weeks.

This will be the screen you and the rest of the participants will be seeing. You have two options:

choose A or B: Likewise, the player you were paired with can pick either C orD: Your decision will

be done before you know what the other player did. Suppose you press B and then it is revealed

that the other player pressed D: In this case you will earn 1 token and the other player will earn

0 tokens for this game. Note your payo¤ is represented in red, and is the �rst number in each cell,

and the other player�s payo¤ is the second number, in green.

Further instructions will appear here. Please keep your attention on your own computer screen

and stay silent throughout this experiment. If you have any questions, please raise your hand and

ask the experiment administrators. PRESS OK TO START A SAMPLE ROUND.

Appendix 2, Questionnaire and Test

Below is the questionnaire and the test that the participants answered after the sorting

session. There was emphasis on con�dentiality. Players were identi�ed through login names

they created. The demographic variables (1-9) follow standard literature. One example is

Fryer and Levitt (2005). The socioeconomic variables (10-13) were meant to be a proxy

for income.

Questions (1; 2) from the test are the Linda Paradox and the Wason Selection Task,

standard in the literature, used for instance in Charness and Sutter (2013).23 Questions

23Other similar options include the Cognitive Re�ection Test (CRT) by Frederick (2005).
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(3; 4) are the NE mixing (last equation of the solution) in � and ~� respectively. Questions

(5; 10) are basically the same and the answer is trivial; some of the information they provide

is to be disregarded, given how the setup is worded. The purpose was to measure if there

is a contradictory behavior in these two answers (answering correctly when playing against

�bots�in videogames but incorrectly when facing a real opponent with strategic thinking)

that re�ected analogous behavior when playing against computer bots. (No evidence for

this kind of contradictory behavior was found.)

Finally, questions (6� 9) were taken from the Practice Book for the Paper-based GRE

Revised General Test, Second Edition, by ETS (2012), available online. From the two

Quantitative Reasoning sample exams, the questions with the highest percentage of ex-

aminees who answered correctly, not counting questions involving graphs, were chosen.

High-percentage (their range was in 82% �88%) questions were preferred since the popula-

tion tested to get these percentages was mostly students trying to get into graduate school

who have practiced speci�cally for the exam, whereas the participants of these experiments

were students who had not yet �nished their undergraduate education and thus they were

expected to score lower on average. Moreover, the aim was to choose GRE-type questions

that would be correctly answered around 50% of the time (to maximize the score variance).

Graph questions were disregarded because they are probably less related than other types

of questions to the abilities we wanted to measure and, more importantly, graph sections

typically involve �ve questions on the same graph(s).

Questionnaire:

Thank you for participating!

Please �ll out this survey and answer the test at the back of this page. As it has already been

explained, the cash you have already earned depended only on your game results. Also, irrespective
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of these, you will be invited to a follow-up session one or two weeks from today with a higher

expected payo¤. You will have 20 minutes.

Please remember that all the information you provide will remain con�dential. You do not

need to write your name. These questions follow standard labor, education, development and health

economics literature and are meant to identify your socioeconomic and demographic characteristics.

1) Gender: � Male � Female

2) Race (select one or more):

� American Indian or Alaskan Native � Asian

� Black or African American � Hispanic or Latino

� Native Hawaiian � White

� Other

3) Age: _______ 4) Education (GPA): _______

5) Education (Major): _________ 6) Education (Current Semester): _______

7) Education Level (Father): _____ 8) Education Level (Mother): _________

9) Citizenship: �U.S. Citizen �Other (Specify): ________________

10) How would you classify your parents in terms of income (lower, lower-middle, middle,

upper-middle, or upper class)?

� Lower � Lower Middle � Middle � Upper Middle � Upper

11) Do you own a car? � Yes � No

12) Do you live alone or share? � Alone � Share

13) Have you traveled out of Michigan in the last six months?

� Yes � No

14) How much money do you usually spend every week? US$_______

Write any name, word, number or combination of characters that will allow us to anonymously
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identify you in the next session (please don�t forget it!). Examples: �Gandalf�, �789�, �GreenSpar-

tan�, etc. _________________________________________

Test

You have 20 minutes to �nish this test. Please select or write the best answer.

1) Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken, and very bright. She majored in philosophy. As

a student, she was deeply concerned with issues of discrimination and social justice, and also

participated in anti-nuclear demonstrations. Which is more probable?

a. Linda is a bank teller.

b. Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist movement.

2) You are shown a set of four cards placed on a table, each of which has a number on one

side and a colored patch on the other side. The visible faces of the cards show 3, 8, red and green.

Which card(s) must you turn over in order to test the truth of the following proposition? If a card

shows an even number on one face, then its opposite face is red.

a. To be certain, you only need to turn over the 3 card.

b. To be certain, you only need to turn over the 8 card.

c. To be certain, you only need to turn over the red card.

d. To be certain, you only need to turn over the green card.

e. To be certain, you only need to turn over the 8 and 3 cards.

f. To be certain, you only need to turn over the 8 and red cards.

g. To be certain, you only need to turn over the 8 and green cards.
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h. To be certain, you need to turn over all cards.

3) The solution for P in the equation 3P = 1 �P is:

P = __0.25__

4) If x = Q, and x = 1 �Q, then:

Q = __0.5__

5) You are going to shoot a penalty kick and if the goalie does not guess the direction, you are

going to score for sure. You have three options, shooting to the left, center or right of the goalie.

He is a lefty, and you are sure he will jump to his left with a 35% probability, stay at the center

with a 35% probability and jump to the right with a 30% probability. You cannot shoot with your

left foot so it is well known you shoot penalty kicks to the left of goalkeepers only 5% of the time,

5% to the center and 90% to their right. In what direction should you shoot?

a. To the left of the goalie

b. To the center

c. To the right of the goalie

6) At Company Y, the ratio of the number of female employees to the number of male employees

is 3 to 2. If there are 150 female employees at the company, how many male employees are there

at the company?

______100_____ male employees.

7) The �oor space in a certain market is rented for $15 per 30 square feet for one day. In the

market, Alice rented a rectangular �oor space that measured 8 feet by 15 feet, and Betty rented a

rectangular �oor space that measured 15 feet by 20 feet. If each woman rented her �oor space for

one day, how much more did Betty pay than Alice?

a. $27
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b. $36

c. $54

d. $90

e. $180

8) A business owner obtained a $6,000 loan at a simple annual interest rate of r percent in order

to purchase a computer. After one year, the owner made a single payment of $6,840 to repay the

loan, including the interest. What is the value of r?

a. 7.0

b. 8.4

c. 12.3

d. 14.0

e. 16.8

9) Working at their respective constant rates, machine I makes 240 copies in 8 minutes and

machine II makes 240 copies in 5 minutes. At these rates, how many more copies does machine II

make in 4 minutes than machine I makes in 6 minutes?

a. 10

b. 12

c. 15

d. 20

e. 24

10) In the �nal battle of a videogame you really want to beat, when Frankenstein attacks, you

can parry, block or dodge. Damage is only prevented by picking the correct defense but he is so

fast you have to choose without that information. The order of his attacks is totally random but

you know that parrying is correct slightly more often than blocking, and that blocking is correct
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slightly more often than dodging. So far you have been parrying more often than blocking and

dodging, but only because you liked how it looked. What should you do next to try to beat him?

a. Parry.

b. Block.

c. Dodge.

Appendix 3, Interface

Care was taken in order to diminish framing and other external e¤ects. Apart from the

inclusion of bots that publicly announced their prevalence and behavior, and game-order

randomization as described above, the games were coded in zTree (Fischbacher, 2007) and

had the following characteristics.

� Before the �rst (sorting) session, the players were presented with a brief tutorial

describing the games. After the tutorial, a practice round was played. The second

(bots) session included a new tutorial featuring examples which introduced the com-

puter bots and another practice round. At the end of each session, all players were

shown a table with their results.

� Regardless of whether they were P1 or P2; players always saw the games as a row

player playing against a column player: P2 type players saw a transposed version of

the games. During each round, the players pressed one of two buttons labeled A

and B to select their action. An OK con�rmation button press was required. After

each round, the results were showed using colors to highlight the players�and their

opponents�actions, including a verbal description of the payo¤s. The �gure below

shows a screen capture of the interface developed for this paper.

� During the invitations, tutorials and rounds, care was taken to use neutral and simple
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language like other player or playing with instead of opponent or playing against.

Care was also taken to avoid technical terms.

Figure A: Interface with Bots

Appendix 4. Best Responses

Table A6 shows the best response of each population to the strategy of the respective

opponent population (the naïve players from the P1 population, NP1 only played against

NP2, for instance). It refers to the best response of this population to the reported behavior

of its relevant opponents. We consider it a corner solution in f0; 1g only if the opponent

population played a strategy that was statistically di¤erent than the compensated NE (if

the opponent�s mixing was outside the 99% con�dence interval).
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Player 1 (�) Player 2 ()

Stage
Naïve

(NP1)

Sophisticated

(SP1)

Naïve

(NP2)

Sophisticated

(SP2)

1) ~�_25_50 Any Any Any Any

2) �_25_50 0 0 1 1

3) �_50_50 0 0 1 1

4) �_50_0 0 0 1 1

Table A6: Best Responses
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